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A Perfect Day
Penguin Laid oﬀ from his sales rep job, Robert Paul decides to pursue his dream of becoming a writer and unexpectedly
pens a best seller, but when his new world compromises his marriage, he receives unexpected guidance from a
stranger.

Lost December
A Novel
Simon and Schuster From one of America’s most beloved storytellers comes his most spiritual book since The Christmas
Box. The New York Times bestselling author of The Christmas Box and The Walk series returns with a modern-day,
Christmas-themed retelling of the story of the prodigal son. It has been said that sometimes the greatest hope in our
lives is just a second chance to do what we should have done right in the ﬁrst place. This is the story of my second
chance. When Luke Crisp graduates from business school, his father, CEO and cofounder of Fortune 500 Crisp’s Copy
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Centers, is ready to share some good news: he wants to turn the family business over to his son. But Luke has other
plans. Taking control of his trust fund, Luke leaves home to pursue a life of reckless indulgence. But when his funds
run out, so do his friends. Humbled, alone, and too ashamed to ask his father for help, Luke secretly takes a lowly job
at one of his father’s copy centers. There he falls in love with a struggling single mother and begins to understand the
greatest source of personal joy. Lost December is New York Times bestselling author Richard Paul Evans’s modern-day
holiday version of the biblical story of the prodigal son, a powerful tale of redemption, hope, and the true meaning of
love.

The Letter
Simon and Schuster David and MaryAnne Parkin ﬁnd a mysterious letter at the base of their child Andrea's grave that
eventually returns joy to their marriage, which had been strained in the nineteen years since her death

The Looking Glass
A Novel
Simon and Schuster An ex-minister, sometime gambler, and fugitive from justice, Hunter Bell comes to the aid of Quaye
MacGandley, a beautiful young Irish woman, abused and abandoned by a brutal husband, and together these two lost
and wounded people ﬁnd a way to bring healing to each other. 600,000 ﬁrst printing. Tour.

The Christmas Promise
Simon and Schuster This holiday season, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Noel Collection returns with
another heartwarming story of secrets, heartbreak, forgiveness, and the true meaning of Christmas. On the night of
her high school graduation, Richelle Bach’s father gives her and her identical twin sister, Michelle, matching opal
necklaces. “These opals look identical,” he tells them, “but the ﬁre inside each is completely unique—just like the two
of you.” Indeed, the two sisters couldn’t be more diﬀerent, and their paths diverge as they embark on adulthood.
Years pass, until—at their father’s behest—they both come home for Christmas. What happens then forever damages
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their relationship, and Richelle vows never to see or speak to her sister again. In their father’s last days, he asks
Richelle to forgive Michelle, a deathbed promise she never fulﬁlls as her twin is killed in an accident. Now, painfully
alone and broken, caring for the sickest of children in a hospital PICU, Richelle has one last dream: to be an author.
The plot of her book, The Prodigal Daughter, is a story based on her sister’s life. It’s not until she meets Justin Ek, a
man who harbors his own loss, that a secret promise is revealed, and Richelle learns that the story she’s writing is not
about her sister, but about herself.

Noel Street
Simon and Schuster In this new oﬀering from “the king of Christmas ﬁction” (The New York Times), #1 bestselling author
Richard Paul Evans shares a story of heart, loyalty, and hope as he explores the deeper meaning of the holiday season
and asks what it truly means to love and forgive. The year is 1975. Elle Sheen—a single mother who is supporting
herself and her six-year-old, African-American son, Dylan, as a waitress at the Noel Street Diner—isn’t sure what to
make of William Smith when his appearance creates a stir in the small town of Mistletoe, Utah. As their lives
unexpectedly entwine, Elle learns that William, a recently returned Vietnam POW, is not only ﬁghting demons from his
past, but may also have the answer to her own secret pain—a revelation that culminates in a remarkable act of love
and forgiveness.

Timepiece
Simon and Schuster "Of all, clockmakers and morticians should bear the keenest sense of priority-their lives daily spent
in observance of the unﬂagging procession of time... and the end thereof." -DAVID PARKIN'S DIARY. JANUARY 3, 1901
So begins Timepiece, the unforgettable story of hope and the source of the wisdom MaryAnne Parkin shared with
Richard in The Christmas Box. With the help of David Parkin's diary, Richard discovers the mystery of the timepiece
and the signiﬁcance of MaryAnne's request. Nineteen years previous, only eleven days before her death, MaryAnne
Parkin had bequeathed a beautiful rose-gold timepiece to my keeping. "The day before you give Jenna away," she had
said, her voice trembling as she handed me the heirloom, "give this to her for the gift." I was puzzled by her choice of
words. "Her wedding gift?" I asked. She looked at me sadly, then forced a fragile smile. "You will know what I mean."
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The Carousel
Simon and Schuster The author of The Christmas Box and The Looking Glass returns to the moving but unﬁnished saga of
Faye Murrow and Michael Keddington, whose hasty marriage is undermined by the stresses and strains of everyday
life, unless they can ﬁnd the forgiveness and faith that can bind them together. Reprint.

If Only
Simon Pulse From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Christmas Box and The Mistletoe Promise comes a
novel ﬁlled with hope and redemption about two teens who turn to each other to ﬁnd trust and love. If only I could stay
with you forever. I would. Eric is having a hard time adjusting to his family’s move from California to Utah. Then he
meets Grace—his classmate and a runaway—dumpster diving behind the burger joint where he works. Eric decides the
only thing to do is to hide Grace in the clubhouse in his backyard. With the adults concerned about the looming Cuban
Missile Crisis and his father recovering from an immune disorder, Eric grows closer to Grace but can their new
relationship survive the harsh realities of life? In this poignant, sensitive, and realistic narrative, Richard Paul Evans
shares Grace’s heartbreaking predicament and Eric’s realization that everything is not as simple as it might appear.

The First Gift of Christmas
Gibbs Smith Publishers Explores the meaning of Christmas in reﬂections and introspections centered on the four seasons
of Christmas--the Advent, Christmas Eve, Christmas morning, and Christmas night

The Christmas Box
20th Anniversary Edition
Simon and Schuster Richard, a busy and preoccupied father, discovers a Christmas box full of love letters from an old
woman to her dead daughter and, with the help of an angel, begins to learn the true meaning of Christmas.
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The Sunﬂower
Simon and Schuster After her ﬁancé calls oﬀ their marriage a week before the wedding. heartbroken Christine Hollister
reluctantly agrees to accompany her friend Jessica to Peru to do volunteer work in an orphanage, where she meets
American doctor Paul Cook. Reprint. 100,000 ﬁrst printing.

The Noel Letters
Simon and Schuster #1 New York Times bestselling author Richard Paul Evans returns this holiday season with a tale of
love, belonging, and family, following a trail of letters that leads to a Christmas revelation about the healing miracle of
hope and forgiveness. After nearly two decades, Noel Post, an editor for a major New York publishing house, returns to
her childhood home in Salt Lake City to see her estranged, dying father. What she believed would be a brief visit turns
into something more as she inherits the bookstore her father fought to keep alive. Reeling from loneliness, a recent
divorce, and unanticipated upheavals in her world, Noel begins receiving letters from an anonymous source, each one
containing thoughts and lessons about her life and her future. She begins to reacquaint herself with the bookstore and
the people she left behind, and in doing so, starts to unravel the reality of her painful childhood and the truth about
her family. As the holidays draw near, she receives a Christmastime revelation that changes not only how she sees the
past but also how she views her future.

A Step of Faith
A Novel
Simon and Schuster Embarking on a walking tour from Seattle to Key West after the losses of his beloved wife and
business, Alan Christoﬀersen meets a series of people on his journey who impart lessons in love, sacriﬁce and
forgiveness until a crisis in St. Louis threatens his healing progress. Reprint.
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Promise Me
Simon and Schuster The #1 bestselling author of The Christmas Box and master of the holiday novel presents a
breathtaking story of the transcendent power of love. Beth Cardall has a secret. For eighteen years, she has had no
choice but to keep it to herself, but on Christmas Eve 2008, all that is about to change. For Beth, 1989 was a year
marked by tragedy. Her life was falling apart: her six-year-old daughter, Charlotte, was suﬀering from an
unidentiﬁable illness; her marriage transformed from a seemingly happy and loving relationship to one full of betrayal
and pain; her job at the dry cleaners was increasingly at risk; and she had lost any ability to trust, to hope, or to
believe in herself. Then, on Christmas Day, as she rushed through a blizzard to the nearest 7-Eleven, Beth encountered
Matthew, a strikingly handsome, mysterious stranger, who would single-handedly change the course of her life. Who is
this man, and how does he seem to know so much about her? He pursues her relentlessly, and only after she’s fallen
deeply in love with him does she learn his incredible secret, changing the world as she knows it, as well as her own
destiny.

A Winter Dream
A Novel
Simon and Schuster The #1 bestselling author of The Christmas Box and master of the holiday novel reimagines the
biblical story of Joseph and the coat of many colors, presenting an inspiring modern story of family and forgiveness.
Joseph Jacobson is the twelfth of thirteen siblings, all of whom are employed by their father’s successful Colorado
advertising company. But underneath the success runs a poisonous undercurrent of jealousy; Joseph is his father’s
favorite and the focus of his brothers’ envy and hatred. When the father seems ready to anoint Joseph as his heir, the
brothers make their move, forcing Joseph from the company and his Denver home, severing his ties to his parents and
ending his relationship with his soon-to-be ﬁanceé. Alone and lonely, Joseph must start a new life. Joseph joins a
Chicago advertising agency where his creativity helps him advance high up in the company. He also ﬁnds hope for a
lasting love with April, a kind woman with a secret. However, all secrets hold consequences, and when Joseph learns
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the truth about April’s past, his world is again turned upside down. Finally, Joseph must confront his own diﬃcult past
in order to make his dreams for the future come true.

The Christmas Candle
Simon and Schuster On Christmas Eve, Thomas buys a magical candle that changes the way he views his fellow human
beings and helps him feel charity for those less fortunate than he.

The Last Promise
Penguin From the New York Times bestselling author of Noel Street comes a rich and all-too-human novel about the
tragedy and triumph of love... Years ago, a sweet girl from Utah was swept oﬀ her feet by a handsome Italian. Today,
the sweet girl from Utah is a wife and mother living in Italy. And she's about to be swept oﬀ her feet all over again...

The Road Home
Simon and Schuster From #1 New York Times bestselling author Richard Paul Evans, the dramatic conclusion in the
riveting Broken Road trilogy—a powerful redemption story about ﬁnding happiness on a pilgrimage across iconic Route
66. Chicago celebrity and pitchman Charles James is supposed to be dead. Everyone believes he was killed in a ﬁery
plane crash, a ﬂight he narrowly missed. But thanks to that remarkable twist of fate, he’s very much alive and ready
for a second chance at life and love. Escaping death has brought Charles some clarity: the money, the fame, the
expensive cars; none of it brought him true joy or peace. The last time he was truly happy was when he was married to
his ex-wife Monica, before their relationship was destroyed by his ambition and greed. In this ﬁnal installment of the
exciting and provocative series that began with The Broken Road and The Forgotten Road, Charles is still on his
pilgrimage across the iconic Route 66. He intends to ﬁnish his trek from Amarillo to Santa Monica, despite learning
that his ex-wife is now planning to marry another man. With the initial reason for his trip in jeopardy, he still has
lessons to learn along the way before he discovers—and arrives at—his true destination.
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Walking on Water
A Novel
Simon and Schuster When the long walk from Seattle to Key West ﬁnally nears an end, Alan Christoﬀersen must return to
the west and face yet another crisis just as he has begun to heal from so much loss.

The Spyglass
A Story of Faith
Simon & Schuster The inhabitants of a kingdom that has fallen on hard times discover the value of faith when they learn
to consider that which might be and labor to make it so.

The Locket
A Novel
Simon and Schuster Michael develops a bond with Esther, a reclusive elderly woman in a nursing home. When he is
falsely accused of abusing the home's residents, he learns important lessons about faith and forgiveness from Esther,
whose gift of a locket becomes a symbol of his second chance.

The Noel Stranger
Simon and Schuster From “The King of Christmas,” Richard Paul Evans, comes the next exciting holiday novel perfect for
“fans of Debbie Macomber” (Booklist) in his New York Times bestselling Noel Collection. Maggie Walther feels like her
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world is imploding. Publicly humiliated after her husband, a local councilman, is arrested for bigamy, and her
subsequent divorce, she has isolated herself from the world. When her only friend insists that Maggie climb out of her
hole, and embrace the season to get her out of her funk, Maggie decides to put up a Christmas tree and heads oﬀ to
buy one—albeit reluctantly. She is immediately taken by Andrew, the kind, handsome man who owns the Christmas
tree lot and delivers her tree. She soon learns that Andrew is single and new to her city and, like her, is also starting
his life anew. As their friendship develops, Maggie slowly begins to trust again—something she never thought possible.
Then, just when she thinks she has ﬁnally found happiness, she discovers a dark secret from Andrew’s past. Is there
more to this stranger’s truth than meets the eye? This powerful new holiday novel from Richard Paul Evans, the “King
of Christmas ﬁction” (The New York Times), explores the true power of the season, redemption, and the freedom that
comes from forgiveness.

The Locket
When I wrote my ﬁrst book, The Christmas Box, it was an intensely personal expression. To me, The Locket has that
quality too. When I was sixteen, a high school sociology teacher gave us the assignment to visit a nursing home
resident every week for the duration of her course. My ﬁrst meeting with my adopted resident, Lucille, was as
awkward as I imagine a blind date with someone else's great-grandmother would be: Each attempt at conversation was
met with blank, dubious stares. Through time, I soon learned that I was Lucille's only visitor. That she spent her
weekends and holidays alone in her small room, looking out at the pastoral landscape of the care facility. My attitude
began to change. Lucille never spoke to me, never even learned my name, but I began to see something change in her
demeanor whenever I visited. A quiet gratitude, perhaps. A friendship. Two months later the assignment ended, but
not my visits. I continued to spend time with Lucille until the day I walked in to ﬁnd an orderly stripping her bed. When
I asked Where Lucille was, the busy orderly replied, "She died yesterday." It was only then that I realized the extent of
my connection with Lucille. I left the facility deeply saddened that I never got the chance to say good-bye. I never went
back. That is, until I wrote The Locket. As I began to write the story of Michael Keddington and Esther Huish, I found
that I had returned to that quiet room. The Locket, like all of my novels, is a love story. A story about the young love of
Michael and Faye and the challenges they face. It is also a story of old love, between Esther and the man she lost so
many years before. But, ultimately, it is a story of the love between generations, and the nurturing and forgiveness
those relationships always require. My hope is for you to come to understand the many gifts the elderly can bring to
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our lives. And, most of all, that in reading The Locket, you, and those with whom you share my story, will be brought
closer to those you love and those whom you should. Sincerely, Richard When I wrote my ﬁrst book, The Christmas
Box, it was an intensely personal expression. To me, The Locket has that quality too. When I was sixteen, a high school
sociology teacher gave us the assignment to visit a nursing home resident every week for the duration of her course.
My ﬁrst meeting with my adopted resident, Lucille, was as awkward as I imagine a blind date with someone else's
great-grandmother would be: Each attempt at conversation was met with blank, dubious stares. Through time, I soon
learned that I was Lucille's only visitor. That she spent her weekends and holidays alone in her small room, looking out
at the pastoral landscape of the care facility. My attitude began to change. Lucille never spoke to me, never even
learned my name, but I began to see something change in her demeanor whenever I visited. A quiet gratitude,
perhaps. A friendship. Two months later the assignment ended, but not my visits. I continued to spend time with
Lucille until the day I walked in to ﬁnd an orderly stripping her bed. When I asked Where Lucille was, the busy orderly
replied, "She died yesterday." It was only then that I realized the extent of my connection with Lucille. I left the facility
deeply saddened that I never got the chance to say good-bye. I never went back. That is, until I wrote The Locket. As I
began to write the story of Michael Keddington and Esther Huish, I found that I had returned to that quiet room. The
Locket, like all of my novels, is a love story. A story about the young love of Michael and Faye and the challenges they
face. It is also a story of old love, between Esther and the man she lost so many years before. But, ultimately, it is a
story of the love between generations, and the nurturing and forgiveness those relationships always require. My hope
is for you to come to understand the many gifts the elderly can bring to our lives. And, most of all, that in reading The
Locket, you, and those with whom you share my story, will be brought closer to those you love and those whom you
should. Sincerely, Richard

Grace
A Novel
Simon and Schuster Originally titled Grace, this award-winning novel gets a brand-new look in this beautiful repackage.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Christmas Box and The Mistletoe Promise comes a novel ﬁlled
with hope and redemption about two teens who turn to each other to ﬁnd trust and love. If only I could stay with you
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forever. I would. Eric is having a hard time adjusting to his family’s move from California to Utah. Then he meets
Grace—his classmate and a runaway—dumpster diving behind the burger joint where he works. Eric decides the only
thing to do is to hide Grace in the clubhouse in his backyard. With the adults concerned about the looming Cuban
Missile Crisis and his father recovering from an immune disorder, Eric grows closer to Grace but can their new
relationship survive the harsh realities of life? In this poignant, sensitive, and realistic narrative, Richard Paul Evans
shares Grace’s heartbreaking predicament and Eric’s realization that everything is not as simple as it might appear.

A Perfect Day
Doubleday Local 03-04-2004 $24.99.

The Broken Road
A Novel
Simon and Schuster A broken man. A twist of fate. A second chance. From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Mistletoe Promise and The Walk comes the ﬁrst novel in a riveting new trilogy that explores the tantalizing
question: What if you could start over? Chicago celebrity, Charles James can’t shake the nightmare that wakes him
each night. He sees himself walking down a long, broken highway the sides of which are lit in ﬂames. Where is he
going? Why is he walking? What is the wailing he hears around him? By day, he wonders why he’s so haunted and
unhappy when he has all he ever wanted-fame, fans and fortune and the lavish lifestyle it aﬀords him. Coming from a
childhood of poverty and pain, this is what he’s dreamed of. But now, at the pinnacle of his career, he’s started to
wonder if he’s wanted the wrong things. His wealth has come legally, but questionably, from the power of his
personality, seducing people out of their hard-earned money. When he learns that one of his customers has committed
suicide because of ﬁnancial ruin, Charles is shaken. The cracks in his façade start to break down spurring him to
question everything: his choices, his relationships, his future and the type of man he's become. Then a twist of fate
changes everything. Charles is granted something very remarkable: a second chance. The question is: What will he do
with it? The Broken Road is the ﬁrst book in a much-anticipated new trilogy by beloved storyteller Richard Paul Evans.
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It is an engrossing, contemplative story of redemption and grace and the power of second chances. It is an epic
journey you won't soon forget.

Finding Noel
A Novel
Simon and Schuster A heartwarming and inspirational Christmas novel in the tradition of The Christmas Box, Grace, The
Gift, and The Christmas List. The New York Times bestselling author of The Christmas Box and The Walk series returns
with a holiday novel of hope, love, and redemption. A young woman, who has been adopted as a child by a loving
family, has only a Christmas ornament inscribed with the word “Noel” as a keepsake of her birth family, about whom
she remembers nothing. When long hidden memories resurface, she begins an emotionally challenging personal
journey as she searches for her biological sister and clues about her mysterious past...

Timepiece
Simon and Schuster April 3, 1912. "Is this life, to grasp joy only to fear its escape? The price of happiness is the risk of
losing it." So reads one of the many wise entries in David Parkin's diary inTimepiece,which traces the miraculous lives
of David and his wife MaryAnne as they discover the power of love, loyalty, forgiveness -- and a long-forgotten
keepsake that will change the fate of their family for eternity.

Michael Vey
The Prisoner of Cell 25
Simon and Schuster Michael Vey, a fourteen-year old who has Tourette's syndrome and special electric powers, ﬁnds
there are others like him, and must rely on his powers to save himself and the others from a diabolical group seeking
to control them.
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The Mistletoe Inn
A Novel
Simon and Schuster "The second holiday love story in...Richard Paul Evans' Mistletoe Collection."--

Michael Vey 6
Fall of Hades
Simon and Schuster Michael and his friends try to recruit Hatch’s Electric Youth to their side as the thrilling action
continues in this electrifying sixth installment of the New York Times bestselling series! Michael and the Electroclan
are about to embark on their deadliest mission yet. Some of them may not make it back. The head of the resistance,
known only as the voice, believes that the best way to wipe out the Elgen is to steal their money. That means
capturing the Joule, the Elgen boat that serves as a ﬂoating treasury. To do this, Michael and his friends need help…a
lot of help. They’ve learned about a highly placed member of the Elite Elgen Guard named Welch, who wants to defect.
They also know that Hatch has condemned three of his electric youth to death. If the Electroclan can get to Welch
before the Elgen do, and if they can rescue Quentin, Torstyn, and Tara, they just might be able to steal the Joule. But
it’s a big “if”… The stakes have never been higher, and Michael and his friends are about to be tested in ways they
never imagined.

A Good and Happy Child
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A Novel
Crown A young man reexamines his childhood memories of strange visions and erratic behavior to answer disturbing
questions that continue to haunt him and his new family in this psychological thriller named a Washington Post best
book of 2007. Thirty-year-old George Davies can’t bring himself to hold his newborn son. After months of accepting his
lame excuses and strange behavior, his wife has had enough. She demands that he see a therapist, and George,
desperate to save his unraveling marriage and redeem himself as a father and husband, reluctantly agrees. As he
delves into his childhood memories, he begins to recall things he hasn’t thought of in twenty years. Events, people,
and strange situations come rushing back. The odd, rambling letters his father sent home before he died. The jovial
mother who started dating too soon after his father’s death. A boy who appeared one night when George was lonely,
then told him secrets he didn’t want to know. How no one believed this new friend was real and that he was
responsible for the bad things that were happening. Terriﬁed by all that he has forgotten, George struggles to
remember what really happened in the months following his father’s death. Were his ominous visions and erratic
behavior the product of a grief-stricken child’s overactive imagination? Or were his father’s colleagues, who blamed a
darker, more malevolent force, right to look to the supernatural as a means to end George’s suﬀering? Twenty years
later, George still does not know. But when a mysterious murder is revealed, remembering the past becomes the only
way George can protect himself--and his young family. A psychological thriller in the tradition of Donna Tartt’s The
Secret History--with shades of The Exorcist--A Good and Happy Child leaves you questioning the things you remember
and frightened of the things you’ve forgotten. “Beautifully written and perfectly structured. . . . This novel is much
more than The Omen for the latte generation, and Evans cleverly subverts expectations at every turn.” –Washington
Post “[A] satisfying, suspenseful ﬁrst novel. . . . Young George’s intriguing story unbalances the reader right up to the
book’s deliciously chilling end.” —People “A scary, grown-up ghost story that combines Southern gothic with more
than a twist of The Exorcist. . . . Combine[s] mind-bending storytelling with excellent prose.” —Portland Tribune “Think
Rosemary’s Baby—plus . . . told in the kind of prose that mesmerizes, sweeping the reader along so fast that there’s no
time to ask questions.” —Hartford Courant “[A] dazzling debut . . . part psychological thriller, part horror story.”
—Chicago Tribune “Relat[es] his otherworldly suspense story with the cool, calm eye of a skeptic.” —Entertainment
Weekly (A—)
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The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me for Women
Simon and Schuster Easy to understand and simple to apply, The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me for Women is one
of the most powerful books ever written about money and essential reading for any woman today. When Richard Paul
Evans was twelve years old, his father fell and broke both of his legs. With no income and no insurance, the Evans
family was destitute. At this time a multimillionaire taught young Evans the ﬁve secrets to wealth. Evans used those
ﬁve secrets not only to change his life but that of thousands of others when he wrote The Five Lessons a Millionaire
Taught Me About Life and Wealth. An international bestseller, this essential book interweaves those inﬂuential lessons
with personal stories from everyday people. Evans explains that money should not be the preoccupation of our lives,
but instead our focus should be on the principles that free us to concentrate on God, family, and relationships -- life's
true riches. Now Evans has taken years of personal research and coaching to create the perfect money book for women
who want a better life. With his classic, motivational voice, Evans oﬀers lessons that are easy to understand and
simple to follow. Powerful, proven, and life changing, The Five Lessons a Millionaire Taught Me for Women may be one
of the most important books you will ever read.

Michael Vey 2
Rise of the Elgen
Simon and Schuster Michael must save his mother—and protect his powers—in the electric sequel to the #1 New York
Times bestselling Michael Vey, from Richard Paul Evans. I rolled over to my back, struggling for breath. The pain
continued to pulse through my body—a heavy throb followed by a sharp, crisp sting. The man said, “Trust me, there
are worse things in this world than Cell 25.” Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan have escaped from
the Elgen Academy in Pasadena and are headed back to Idaho to plan their next move. But what’s waiting for them
there will change everything. After using their wits and powers to narrowly escape an Elgen trap, a mysterious voice
leads the Electroclan to the jungles of Peru in search of Michael’s mother. Once there, they discover that Dr. Hatch and
the Elgen are far more powerful than anyone realizes; entire countries have begun to fall under their control. Only the
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Electroclan and an anonymous voice now stand in the way of the Elgen’s plan for global domination. But is the voice
that Michael is following really an ally, or is it just another Elgen trap?

Michael Vey 3
Battle of the Ampere
Simon and Schuster To stop Hatch from using the Elgen ﬂeet to gain world power, Michael and the rest of the Electroclan
must destroy the lead ship, but divisions within the Electroclan threaten the success of their operation.

Michael Vey 8
The Parasite
Simon and Schuster Michael Vey is back with an electrifying eighth installment of the award-winning, #1 New York Times
bestselling series. Join Michael and the Electroclan as a new threat arises even more terrible and calculating than the
Elgen. Michael and his friends learn that returning to a normal life is not only more diﬃcult than they imagined, but
that normal doesn’t last. Like the mythical Hydra, cutting oﬀ the head of the global Elgen only created more enemies.
Michael Vey fans worldwide will celebrate the return of this exciting series with the world’s greatest team of electric
superheroes.

Michael Vey 4
Hunt for Jade Dragon
Simon and Schuster Michael, Taylor, Ostin, and the rest of the Electroclan head to Taiwan in search of nine-year-old child
prodigy Lin Julung, or Jade Dragon, who the Elgen kidnapped for Hatch's army of electric children.
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The Mistletoe Promise
Simon and Schuster A love story for Christmas—now a Hallmark Channel original movie—from the #1 bestselling author
of The Christmas Box and The Walk. Elise Dutton dreads the arrival of another holiday season. Three years earlier, her
husband cheated on her with her best friend, resulting in a bitter divorce that left her alone, broken, and distrustful.
Then, one November day, a stranger approaches Elise in the mall food court. Though she recognizes the man from her
building, Elise has never formally met him. Tired of spending the holidays alone, the man oﬀers her a proposition. For
the next eight weeks—until the evening of December 24—he suggests that they pretend to be a couple. He draws up a
contract with four rules: 1. No deep, probing personal questions 2. No drama 3. No telling anyone the truth about the
relationship 4. The contract is void on Christmas Day The lonely Elise surprises herself by agreeing to the idea. As the
charade progresses, the safety of her fake relationship begins to mend her badly broken heart. But just as she begins
to ﬁnd joy again, her long-held secret threatens to unravel the emerging relationship. But she might not be the only
one with secrets.

The Christmas Box
Richard, a busy and preoccupied father, discovers a Christmas box full of love letters from an old woman to her dead
daughter and, with the help of an angel, begins to learn the true meaning of Christmas
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